INTRODUCTION
The classical single facility location problem or so-called Fermat-Weber problem, has been studied extensively from both theoretical and computational points of view.
It is to find a location x of a new facility which minimizes the sum of the transportation costs, assumed to be proportional to the distance, between x and the known locations of a finite family of existing facilities.
A lot of various resolution methods have been proposed to deal with the unconstrained problem with distances measured by Z p -norms 9 1^/K + OO, polyhedral norms and mixed norms.
However, while more realistic, the convex constrained problem of locating the new facility x in some given région only, has received much less attention. Moreover most methods are not completely satisfying and are often difficult to implement particularly due to the nondifferentiability of the problem.
Five kinds of approaches have been investigated: -Linear programming methods for problems involving only / x -norm and linear constraints [13, 19] .
-Methods of fitted functions, with the aim to eliminate the nondifferentiability, which solve an approximated problem by standard nonlinear programming routines [7, 10] .
-Dual methods solving a dual problem either by a nonlinear programming package or by a dual décomposition procedure [4, 8, 9 ].
-Subgradient methods [1],
-Other methods which minimize the objective function on the boundary of the set of points which are visible from the unconstrained optimal location [2, 16, 18] .
These approaches do not really take into account (except ^-norm and / 2 -norm cases) the special structure of the location problem-e. g. the fact that the objective function is a sum of convex functions involving norms -and most of the time do not easily permit mixing of different kinds of norms and constraints (linear and nonlinear). Moreover some of them cannot be used in dimension N>2.
The purpose of this paper is to present a primal-dual algorithm for solving a mixed norm problem with possibly different kinds of convex constraints (affine, polyhedral and other convex constraints) with simple updating rules. The procedure, providing dual variables, allows to make a sensitivity analysis from an economical point of view. It extends results of [11] to the constrained case and can be viewed as a primal-dual décomposition method implementable on a parallel computer.
To begin with, we recall the mathematical formulation of the problem which is the following:
Minimize £ where for each Ï=1,2, . . . ,n, a t eU N is the known location of an existing facility, CÖ; is a positive weight and y» is a norm. The set of constraints is defined as an intersection of a family of closed convex sets C p j=l,2, . . ,,m with a linear subspace C o (possibly equal to the whole space IR*).
If m = 1 and C o = U N we obtain a problem with a single constraint (e. g. a polyhedron described by its extreme points). If ro>l, and if each C, is a half-space we obtain a problem with a polyhedral constraint defined by a family of linear équations and inequalities as studied in [4] , [8] and [9] , When C 0 = U N , m = n and C J = {x/Y y (x -a J )^r J .} we obtain the case studied in [2] , [16] and [18] . If n= 1, problem 0* is reduced to the classical problem of finding the projection x of a t (with respect to the norm y t ) onto the convex set C, the most usual case involving the Euclidean norm.
However, it is to be noted that our formulation does not handle nonconvex constraints as considered in [3] .
The paper is organized as follows:
-In section 2, we give a dual formulation of the problem and optimality conditions.
-In section 3, the primal-dual algorithm is described via the Partial Inverse Method recently introduced by Spingarn [17] .
-In section 4, details about the implementation are discussed and numerical results are reported.
DUAL PROBLEM AND OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
First of all, let us recall that the conjugate ƒ * of a closed convex function ƒ defined on U N and valued in R is defined by <(.,.) denoting the usual inner product. Moreover the equaüty ƒ (x) -f ƒ * (y) = < x, y > holds if and only if y belongs to the subdifferential 3/(x)of/atx. In the sequel we always assume that where C® dénotes the relative interior of Cj or merely Cj if Cj is polyhedral. This constraint qualification assumption will be useful later. Now problem 9 is equivalent to the following unconstrained optimization problem Then problem 0* can be rewritten as 0>\ Inf<I>(x;0) X and the dual 2 to 0 is defined by <D* meaning the conjugate of O with respect to x and u. The following result (see [5] or [15] ) expresses the duality and gives links between 9 and B.
THEOREM: Assume that 0 and B both have a finite solution and that there is no duality gap. Then x is a solution to SP and v is a solution to S if and only if
In our location problem it is natural to perturb the known location of existing facilities (hence the objective function) and to perturb the constraints too.
For that, let u = (a, p) be a parameter vector which lies in ir=(R*) fl x([R*) m+1 equipped with the classical Euclidean structure and consider the function <ï >: + oo otherwise.
As we have y f = % B ?, Bf denoting the unit bail associated with the dual norm yf of the norm y h we obtain the dual problem
It is very easy to see that <I > is proper, closed convex jointly in x, oc and P and vérifies ® (x; 0) = cp (x).
As <p(x) tends to infinity when x tends to infinity in R N , problem 9 has al least a finite solution x 0 . Then we have Oeôcp(x o ), Moreover, thanks to the constraint qualification assumption we get (see [14] ) where
We can easily see that T, defined on H, is a maximal monotone multifunction and that A and B so defined are two complementary subspaces of H. Now from Spingam [17] , these optimality conditions are equivalent to
peB, OeT A (x+p)
where T A is the partial inverse of T with respect to A. The projections x fc =z^ and p -z\ of ? onto A and B give two séquences {x k } and {p*} which converge to a primai and a dual solution respectively. In f act, the main problem as underlined in [16] is to know if this method is implementable. To see that, we need to express itération (3.1) in terms of the multifunction T rather than T A .
The proximal itération (3. This remark is significant when large size problems for which the dual variables are numerous, must be solved using a micro-computer with limited memory.
Another crucial point is the problem of computing the projections onto the balls B? and onto the convex sets C r While any convex constraint can theoretically be handled, in practice Cj is often either a polyhedron, possibly a halfspace, or a bail associated with the Euclidean norm (see for instance [4, 16] ). In dimension two, spécifie routines can be used for finding the nearest point of a polyhedron. Concerning the projections onto Bf we refer the reader to [11] . In dimension iV>2, a very efficient procedure which has been given by Mifflin [12] can be used.
Finally, as in the unconstrained case [11] , our method provides a rule to stop the itérations via lower and upper bounds of the optimal value of the objective function cp. As an illustration we shall study three types of constraints.
In the following and according to the notation of section 2, the vector of dual variables /? will be decomposed into two vectors q k e(R N ) H and r k e(!R N ) m of dual variables associated with faciiities and constraints respectively.
Affine constraints
Consider the case m-O and C o = {xeM N ,Mx = b} where M is an sxJV matrix with full row rank s. Owing to a change of variables we can suppose without loss of generality that b = 0. Then the dual problem S becomes n Maximize -£ < a t , q t > Applied to this particular case, the algorithm générâtes a primai feasible séquence {x k } and a dual infeasible séquence {q k }.
Consequently a (converging) upper bound M k of the optimal value is straightforwardly given by Put Without restriction, we can suppose that oc k >O. Then the "modified" dual variables q k j& k are dual feasible and a (converging) lower bound of the optimal value is given by This allows us to get a rational rule to stop the algorithm with little computational effort.
Polyhedral constraints defîned by extreme points
Consider the case for which m= 1, C 0 = U N and C 1 is a (bounded) polyhedron whose set of extreme points denoted by Ext(C t ) is supposed to be known, It may be seen that the conjugate of the indicator function of C x is given by 
Polyhedral constraints defîned by inequalities
We consider now the case m>\> C 0 -U N and Cj = {x, <x, w^)^^}, a practical point of view, the choice to represent a polyhedron by inequalities rather than by its extreme points is often made to avoid computing the projections onto C (e. g. in dimension JV>2). In such a case, it would be better to generate an upper bound differently. For instance if one has at hand a point x 0 satisfying < x Oi Uj > < bj for all j, we can explicitly obtain the unique point y k of the boundary of C which belongs to the segment of line joining x 0 and x k , and evaluate the objective function at y k .
Numerical results
The algorithm was programmed in FORTRAN and has been implemented using a MATRA 550-CX computer at the Dijon University Computing Center. It was tested on several problems in the plane. Some results are summarized in Tables I to III 
1=1, . . . ,« + m
The tests concerning a family of problems (numbered from 1 to 16) in vol ving the Euclidean norm proposed by Schaefer and Hurter [16] and Watson-Gandy [18] are reported in Table L The results are also compared with those obtained by Hansen, Peeters and Thisse [2] for five of these problems. Even taking into account the différence of computer our results are always efficient while generating in addition the dual variables.
In Table II we give tests concerning the following problem involving three polyhedral norms and polyhedral constraints. We consider the set {a u a 29 ... 9 The set S # of optimal locations is a segment of line joining e 2 and the point with coordinates (1/3, 5/3). If C is considered as a single constraint represented by Ext(C) it can be easily verified that the optimal dual solution is made up of the dual variables ^ = (1,^5 +1), ^2 = (1,1-^/2), q z = (-1/2, -1), £ 4 = (-l/2, 1), 3f 5 =(-l, -1), 3 6 = (-l, +1) associated with a l9 a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 and a 6 respectively, and of the dual variable r=(l, -2) associated with C. It is interesting to note that the optimal location obtained always belongs to the relative interior of S&.
The différence of behavior of the algorithm when constraints are represented in different ways is also and more especially illustrated by the following example. We consider the set {a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 } with ^=("2,2), a 2 = (-3, -1), a 3 = (0,0), the weights (Ù X =<Ö 2 = oe 3 = 1 and as constraints the segment of line joining the points e 1 = (2,2) and e 2 = ( -3, -3). The set S<? of optimal locations is the segment of line [xf, x|] with xf=(0,0) and xf = (-1, -1) .
The algorithm has been tested with the three following possible représenta-tions of the constraints. Results are présentée in Table III . It is worth noting that with the représen-tation 3, the location problem is solved very efficiently. This is due to the f act that in this case the convergence of the algorithm has been proved to be finite [6] . Indeed the interior, with respect to the subspace C Oi of S^ is non empty and the dual solution is unique, given by <h=(l, -1), <22 = (MX [6] works and the algorithm has finite termination. Note that again the optimal location found lies in the relative interior of S«.
